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A. The Conservative Bias in Mainstream Economics
The shift from classical to neoclassical economics around the 1870s injected a conservative
bias into economics theory, which academic economics has retained to this day.
Subsequently neoclassical economics built a system which, heavily dependent upon
mathematical underpinnings, led to views that society's economic activities are driven by
the force of rational human self-interests in fully competitive markets.
B. The Struggle to Explain the Observed World
Built on false premises, modern mainstream economics has become a science that struggles
to explain many socio-economic phenomena that are readily observable in the real world.
This include:
Unemployment and its generality.
Why was there a shift around 1980 from a trend of slowly falling income inequalities to a
trend of rising income inequalities that still is going on?
Why has house prices risen way above gains in ordinary incomes during the last 25 years?
Supply-demand relations can at best only partially explain that.
Why did crypto currencies suddenly arise?
Why do financial bubble – bust episodes occur, often with substantial real economic
dislocations to follow?
C. Ignoring Social Costs
Moreover, since the neoclassical system only can incorporate private costs in its
marginality-driven supply-demand framework, it not only ignores social costs of pollution
and GHG emissions; but, in fact, lends credence to arguments for ignoring them.
The reality is that economics is a social science and as such at the general level is dealing
with social situations, which must be treated by an open science that reflects the structures
of societies that changing human patterns establish.
This understanding is especially important now when we are faced with the twin crises of a
climate crisis and rising economic inequalities, the latter both within nations and on a global
scale.
Mainstream neoclassical economics creates false views that makes large population
segments incapable of rising to the challenges of those crises.
This is not to deny that many of the neoclassical concepts can have operative validities, but
it will mostly be for closed situations, which cannot be generalized to broader social
situations.
The closed view misses that the societies are created by socio-economic relationships and
networks that often are dominated by power structures, which are created by mixtures of
economic and political forces.
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D. Alternative Views on Economics
Nonetheless, by upholding the myth of the impartial market, a laissez-faire attitude to the
inequalities and harmful climate effects of economic activities are explained away as
expressions of freedom to make market choices.
But the freedom bestowed is often a freedom for the existing socio-economic power
structures to perpetuate uncontested.
This was the case when Jevons wrote his fairy tales in the late 19th century at a time when
large industrial combinations already were deforming the economic landscape .
This is the case now in the modern world economically dominated by large multinational
corporations.
In particular, recent decades have witnessed the emergence of a handful of tech
companies that not only in a very short time have caused enormous fortunes to amass in
few hands but also created new social structures whose benefits to society are not all that
obvious, in particular with regards to the new forms of entertainment, gaming, media and
social network products they have created outside any social responsibility.

Despite all the flaws of neoclassical economics, due to its prestige as an academic science it
has maintained its credibility and exerts strong influence on people’s thinking about social
and economic structures, even to the extent where they are confused about their own
economic and political interests.
However, ever since Thorstein Veblen in 1898 asked “Why is Economics not an Evolutionary
Science”, a number of leading economists outside of the mainstream, including several
Nobel Prize winners, has posed question as to the validity of neoclassical economics. Taking
inspiration from some of these views, alternative views of economics are possible
E. Neoclassical Economics an Obstacle for Crisis Solutions
When the neoclassical version of economics is demystified, structures and consequences of
many aspects of the observed socio-economic phenomena becomes clearer.
For instance, that the remuneration of CEOs has risen exponentially during the last decades
is not a question of postulated market forces that reward their so much higher productivity,
but rather that they, due to established power structures, together with stockholders and
financiers have been able to appropriate almost all the gains that higher labour productivity
has created.
This inequality in productivity rewards has further been augmented by politically driven tax
policies that leaves high incomes and wealth lightly taxed, policies which, once again, are
justified by the neoclassical market mythology that requires small governments.
When returns to capital (which in practical terms includes CEO remuneration) consistently
are higher than economic growth (cf. Piketty1), money not spent in the real economy will
accumulate in financial markets and incur asset inflation, which further will depress
functional incomes of middle and lower class economic groups.
This is just a few examples of some of society's most pressing economic problems, which we
need to have a better understanding of if we are to reverse society's impending crises.
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